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FlexiPunch-E Electric Punch
MAFLEXIPUNCHE

The Akiles FlexiPunch-E is a 
versatile modular punching 
machine with an affordable 
price that gives you the binding 
options you need. You can do 
a coil binding job, and minutes 
later squeeze in a wire or comb 
binding project using the same 
punch. The high volume punch 
capacity will punch up to 20 
sheets of 20lb paper per cycle.

Interchangable Die Sets

Interchangeable die sets with quick die 
change design makes it easily to change 
from one punch pattern to another within 
seconds, no tools needed. Choice of 4 
different punch dies from Plastic Binding, 
Wire 2:1, Wire 3:1, and Coil 4:1.
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• High volume punching capacity: the heavy 
duty electric punching mechanism can 
handle up to twenty sheets of 20lb paper 
per cycle. Plus, the flexipunch-e offers a foot 
pedal control that allows for two handed 
punching

• Heavy-duty punching motor: the 
flexipunch-e offers a heavy duty commercial 
quality electric punching motor that provides 
more than enough punch power for all die 
sets and punching patterns

• Interchangeable die sets: you can easily 
change from one punching pattern to 
another. No tools are required and it only 
takes seconds to switch patterns

• Fully disengageable punching pins that 
allows punching of all paper sizes without 
partially punched holes at either end

• Four available punching patterns

2:1 / 3:1 / 4:1

12”

7/8”

25 sheets / 20lbs paper

Rectangular, Square, Round

17.25” x 16” x 9.25”

51lbs

115 V / 60 Hz

Pitch

Punching Length

Binding Cap.

Punching Cap.

Hole Punch

Dimensions

Weight

Electrical Req.

Features

FlexiPunch-E 
Electric Punch

SPECS


